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CANADIAN SENIORS AND TAXES: COUPLES AND SINGLES 
 

 

Note: Senior singles include all people age 65 and over who have no partner. This includes lifelong 

singles plus those who are widowed, separated, or divorced. 

 
 

Number of Seniors:  7,081,792 million 
 

Number of Single Seniors:  2,787,502 million (39%) 
 

Breakdown of Single Seniors by Gender:  1,947,599 women and 839,903 men. (Women live longer.) 

 

All data is from Statistics Canada 2021 Census. 

 

1. TAXATION FOR SENIOR COUPLES: 

 

a) Income Splitting of Pension Income – This results in lowering tax for each partner, thereby 

making each more eligible for the Age Credit and full OAS payments with no clawbacks. 

 

b) Transfer of RRSP/RRIF and TFSA Portfolios – Funds in these portfolios can go directly 

into the same portfolios of the remaining partner once the first partner dies. This results in 

delayed payment of full tax until the second partner dies. As for the direct transfer of TFSA 

funds, the remaining partner is allowed to grow the funds higher without limit. 

 

2. TAXATION FOR SENIOR SINGLES: 

 

a) No Income Splitting of Pension Income – Single seniors pay full tax on their pension 

income which lowers eligibility for the Age Credit and increases probability of OAS 

clawbacks. 

 

b) No Transfer of RRSP/RRIF and TFSA Portfolios – No transfer of any portfolios to 

another person. Instead, RRSP/RRIF portfolios are cashed on day of death and declared as 

taxable income. The TFSA can be bequeathed to a beneficiary, but not transferred directly 

into the beneficiary’s TFSA portfolio. 

 

3. COST OF LIVING FOR COUPLES AND SINGLES: 

 

Singles need 2/3 of the income of couples to maintain a similar lifestyle. Accommodation, hydro, 

insurance, car ownership, phone and internet are all common costs whether one person is in the 

household or two. 
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Couples, however, have a double use of the benefits provided by the government such as free 

healthcare, well-kept infrastructure, etc. Two people draw on these benefits, whereas a single 

person’s use is half that. 

 
 

4. RENTERS vs HOMEOWNERS: 

 

A large percentage of single seniors are lifelong renters instead of owners of their principal 

residence. This gives them no tax-free property asset and subjects them to landlords who can 

evict them at will, thereby pushing their living costs sky-high as they search for comparable 

accommodation in a high-cost rental market. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

HOW CAN TAXES FOR SINGLE SENIORS BE RECTIFIED? 

 

1. Raise the OAS clawback level for single seniors, to $110,000 or more instead of $81,761 which is 

where the current clawback starts. 

 

2. Give a non-refundable tax credit of $25,000 to senior singles as partial compensation for couples’ 

benefits unavailable to singles. 

 

3. Allow a higher deposit into a TFSA account for all senior renters who have never owned their 

principal residence. An amount of $50,000 per year would begin to bring them closer to the massive 

tax-free benefit enjoyed by homeowners. 

 

4. Give single seniors, upon death, the right to transfer RRSP/RRIF and TFSA portfolios directly to the 

same portfolios of a beneficiary of choice, since they do not have a partner. Persons widowed would 

be excluded because they have already benefitted from the transfer of their deceased partner's 

portfolios. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

Almost everyone who becomes a senior will be single and alone at some point. Most of us who end up in 

this state will expect to be treated fairly and not be penalized because we’re without a partner.  

 

That’s why new tax laws for single seniors need consideration by the Canadian government. 
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